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Abstract—Network resource provisioning is an important
technique for infrastructure providers (infra-providers) because
it enables them to utilize their facilities with high efficiency.
However, to fully satisfy user requests it is probably necessary to
use facilities across multiple domains, for which the conventional
resource provisioning methods are unsuitable for the multiple do-
mains because they require unrevealed information from infra-
providers. The competitive relationships among infra-providers
make it difficult for them to reveal their information to the infra-
providers. In this paper, we propose a framework and method for
resource provisioning across multiple domains that uses infra-
providers’ confidential information without exposing it to other
infra-providers. To preserve the confidentiality of the infra-
providers’ information, we propose a cooperative framework
using multiparty computation (MPC). However, although MPC
provides confidentiality it also brings about nearly intractable
computational overhead. Therefore, we pick out values that are
locally commutable in each domain and essential for resource
provisioning. By using MPC only for these values, our proposed
method achieves both tractable MPC overhead and good quality
provisioning while preserving information secrecy. Evaluation
results show that the computational overhead is tractable and
that the average utility fee is at least on the same level as that
of the conventional methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Network resource provisioning is an important technique
for infrastructure providers (infra-providers). In resource pro-
visioning for user requests such as those for a virtual network
that contains network and computational resources, the infra-
provider determines which nodes and links should be used
and how to connect them to satisfy the request. By combining
this technique with network virtualization [1], infra-providers
can utilize their facilities effectively and satisfy user requests
flexibly. However, it is probably necessary to use facilities
across multiple domains to fully satisfy user requests. For
example, some users may want to use a geographically
widespread network in which some nodes are located in the
U.S., other nodes are located in the EU, and the other nodes
are located in Asia. In such cases, the provisioning requires
multiple infra-providers’ facilities because one infra-provider
can hardly cover the whole world. Although many existing
research studies deal with resource provisioning [2]–[5], they
focus on single domain provisioning.

However, using these methods for multiple domains is not
suitable since in such cases the methods requires unrevealed
information about the infra-providers such as network topol-
ogy, facility locations, and available resources. Without this
information the result will probably be provisioning failures or
poor provisioning quality, but it is hard for the infra-providers
to expose such information to other infra-providers due to

the competitive environment that exists among them [6]. For
example, it has been found that free-riding on a competitor’s
experiences is quite effective in general [7]. In other words,
imitation costs are much lower than inventive costs.

In this paper, we address the problem of secure resource
provisioning across multiple domains, that is, the problem
of how to provision resources across multiple domains while
keeping infra-providers’ information secret from other infra-
providers. We propose a framework and method to deal
with this problem. At first glance, it seems impossible to
calculate on the basis of infra-providers’ information without
revealing it, but a cooperative framework known as multiparty
computation (MPC) [8]–[10] makes the calculation theoret-
ically possible. Hence, our proposed framework uses MPC
to enable secure resource provisioning. However, although
MPC provides confidentiality, it also brings about nearly
intractable computational overhead. Therefore, we pick out
values that are locally commutable in each domain and
essential for resource provisioning. By using MPC only for
these values, our proposed method aims to achieve both
tractable MPC overhead and good quality provisioning while
preserving information secrecy. In particular, to reduce the
MPC overhead with our proposed method to the tractable
level, we split the task into two parts: one executed among the
domains via MPC and one executed in each domain locally.
We obtained evaluation results showing that the proposed
method’s computational overhead is tractable and that its
average utility fee is at least on the same level as that of
the conventional methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
III presents the network model and formulates the secure
resource provisioning problem. Section III describes the
framework and method we propose. Section IV evaluates the
computational overhead and the average utility fee. Section
V summarizes related work. Section VI briefly concludes the
paper with a summary of key points.

II. RESOURCE PROVISIONING ACROSS MULTIPLE

DOMAINS

In this section, we first define network model, user request,
and resource provisioning. Then, we formulate the resource
provisioning problem for a single domain. Finally, we de-
scribe resource provisioning across multiple domains.

A. Network model

We define an infra-provider’s network as comprising an
undirected graph G = (V,E), node attributes, and link
attributes, where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links.
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In this paper, we consider available CPU capacity, geographic
location, and utility fee for node attributes, and denote them
respectively as mappings aV , lV , and uV . We also consider
available bandwidth capacity and utility fee for link attributes,
and denote them respectively as mappings aEand uE . There-
fore, we denote the network as a tuple of an undirected graph
and attribute mappings N = (G, aV , lV , uV , aE , uE).

B. User request

We define a user network request as comprising an
undirected graph H = (W,F ), node constraints, and link
constrains, where W refers to the set of nodes and F
refers to the set of links. In this paper, we consider CPU
capacity and geographic location for node constraints, and
bandwidth capacity for link constraints. We use a mapping
cW to represent CPU capacity constraints, a mapping lW to
represent preferred geographic locations, and a mapping dW
to represent acceptable distances from preferred locations. In
other words, a node w ∈ W requires CPU resource cW (w)
and requires locating in position within a radius of dW (w)
from lW (w). For representing bandwidth constraints of the
links, we use a mapping cF . Thus, we denote a user network
request as a tuple of an undirected graph and constraint
mappings R = (H, cW , lW , dW , cF ).

C. Resource provisioning

We define a resource provisioning P as a combination of
a node mapping MN and a link mapping ML. In resource
provisioning, we have to determine which infra-provider’s
resources should be used for satisfying the user request. In
other words, we have to determine which infra-provider’s
nodes should be used for each user requested node and how
to connect them by using the infra-provider’s links. Here, the
node mapping MN is a mapping from the set of request nodes
W to the set of infra-provider’s nodes V and MN (w) = v
if and only if the infra-provider’s node v is used for the
request node w. The link mapping ML is a mapping from
the set of request links F to the set of 0-1 integer vector with
respect to the set of infra-provider’s links E. In particular,
(ML(f))e = 1 if and only if the infra-provider’s link e is used
for the request link f . When path splitting [2] is allowed in
provisioning, ML is a mapping to the set of 0-1 real vectors
and (ML(f))e > 0 means that the link e is used for the
request link f in the proportion of (ML(f))e. In this paper,
we assume that path splitting is allowed because it enables
the efficient resource utilization.

We seek to achieve low price provisioning while sat-
isfying the user request because users main interest, other
than the availability of the requested network, is how much
the network utility fee will be. Thus, we search a resource
provisioning (MN ,ML) that minimizes the network utility
fee:∑
w∈W

uV (MN (w)) cW (w) +
∑

e∈E,f∈F

uE(e)cF (f)ML(f)e

(1)
while satisfying the following conditions:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

cW (w) ≤ aV (MN (w)) ∀w ∈W

‖lV (MN (w))− lW (w)‖ f ≤ dW (w) ∀w ∈W∑
f :e∈ML(f) cF (f) ≤ aE(e) ∀e ∈ E

ML(f) are paths between MN (x) and MN (y) ∀f = (x, y) ∈ F
(2)
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Figure 1. A user request (left) and the infra-providers’ network (right) and
the resource provisioning (right).

Note that the second term of the network utility fee represents
the fee that comes from link utilization because for each
request link f ∈ F and each infra-provider’s link e ∈ E,
we have to reserve bandwidth of the link e for the link f by
cF (f) (ML(f))e. The above four conditions signify a user
request. The first condition signifies that the infra-provider’s
node MN (w) has enough capacity for the request node w.
The second condition signifies that the infra-provider’s node
MN (w) is close enough to the preferred location lW (w). The
third one signify that the infra-provider’s link e has enough
capacity to contain all the request links f such that they
are mapped to the path ML(f) which contains the link e.
In addition, the resource provisioning problem is one of the
NP-hard problems [11]. This means that unless P = NP ,
no algorithm can solve the problem in polynomial time.

D. Multiple domains

In this paper, we assume that network N consists of
multiple infra-providers and the number of infra-providers is
n. Here, we denote thei-th infra-provider’s network as N (i) =

(G(i), a
(i)
V , l

(i)
V , u

(i)
V , a

(i)
E , u

(i)
E ) where G(i) =

(
V (i), E(i)

)
, and

assume that the inter-domain links, which lie in different infra-
providers, belong to both infra-providers. As a result, we can
express the entire set of nodes V as

⋃n
i=1 V

(i) and the entire
set of links E as

⋃n
i=1 E

(i). In secure resource provisioning
across multiple domains, the infra-providers seek the provi-
sioning that minimizes the utility fee (1) and satisfies the user
request(2). “Secure” means that, during this procedures, the
infra-providers do not reveal their information: topology, node

attributes, and link attributes, i.e., G(i), a
(i)
V , l

(i)
V , u

(i)
V , a

(i)
E ,

and u
(i)
E . However, we assume that the physical connection

relationships among the infra-providers are known [12]. Ad-
ditionally, we assume that the infra-providers are semi-honest
or honest-but-curious, that is, they follow the protocol but
keep intermediate computation results and can use them for
inferring the others’ information [9]. In other words, they do
not cheat or not lie but merely gather information and use it
for inferring.

III. PROPOSED SECURE RESOURCE PROVISIONING

ACROSS MULTIPLE DOMAINS

In this section, we first describe problems that occur
when using conventional single domain methods. Next, we
describe our cooperative framework and its reasoning behind
its development. Then, we describe our proposed method by
splitting in into three procedures: node-domain assignment
selection, inner provisioning at each infra-provider, and inner
provisioning integration.
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A. Problems with the conventional single domain methods

Although several research studies have been made on
resource provisioning [2]–[5], when we try to apply these
conventional single domain methods to multiple domains, we
encounter three problems: the domain information security,
the need for a trusted and neutral third party, and MPC
overhead. In consequence, applying conventional methods to
the multiple domains is impractical.

Using the conventional methods does not keep the infra-
providers’ information secret because the information must
be gathered into one place, e.g., one of the infra-providers,
to execute the methods. Since, this violates the information’s
confidentiality, we need mechanisms to perform the provi-
sioning while keeping the information secret. We think there
are two prospective frameworks for achieving this: the trusted
and neutral third party framework and the MPC framework.

In the trusted and neutral third party framework, the infra-
providers ask for a third party to find the provisioning instead
of them. In other words, infra-providers give their secret
information to the trusted third party and the party computes
the provisioning by using one of the conventional methods
after aggregating the information. However, we need a third
party that is not only trusted but also neutral, i.e., the party
should not reveal the information or cheat in computation for
a certain infra-provider’s benefit. From a practical application
viewpoint, it is very hard to find or establish a third party
independent from any infra-providers. Hence, the trusted and
neutral third party framework is impractical.

In the MPC framework, the infra-providers execute con-
ventional methods via MPC to maintain the information
security. Although this framework theoretically enables us
to provision resources securely across multiple domains, it
is impractical due to MPC’s huge computational overhead.
Directly applying MPC to an algorithm means that every algo-
rithm operation (addition, multiplication, comparison, etc.) is
executed via MPC. Since MPC usually needs communication
to be established among the parties, and since the communica-
tion overhead is much larger than the ordinary computational
(addition, multiplication, comparison, etc.) overhead, com-
bining these methods results in impractically large overhead.
Detailed analytic evaluations of these overheads are described
in Section IV.

B. Cooperative framework via MPC

We employ a cooperative framework using MPC for two
reasons. First, it is hard to find or establish a trusted and neu-
tral third party, as described before. Second, although MPC is
operationally "heavy", there is room for reducing the number
of MPC operations. In the framework we propose, the user
first sends a request to one of the infra-providers. The recipient
infra-provider then shares it with other infra-providers in the
framework. Next, the infra-providers start executing coopera-
tive computations among them, some computations via MPC
for confidentiality and the others in each infra-provider locally
without MPC to reduce the MPC overhead. Finally, after the
computations are finished, the recipient provider tells the user
whether the requested network is available and if so what the
provisioning utility fee is. Note that the infra-providers do
not use any third parties’ help and all infra-providers in the
framework join in performing the computations.

The MPC framework is a cooperative way of conducting
general calculation on the basis of the parties’ input while
keeping the input secret without a third party’s help [8]–
[10]. Using MPC enables almost all of the calculation to
be done while preserving the input secrecy among multiple
parties. However, MPC’s computational costs are extremely
high because every elemental operation (e.g. multiplication,
comparison) in it requires communication established among
the parties. In addition, its millisecond-order communication
delay is much larger than the usual nanosecond-order com-
putational delay. We therefore use MPC only partially in our
method, for purposes of preserving secrecy.

C. Overview of the proposed method

We use MPC to carry out the cooperative computation
needed for resource provisioning without revealing the infra-
providers’ information, but no for the cooperative computation
as a whole because of its high communication overhead.
Therefore, we divide the task into two parts: one executed
among the infra-providers via MPC, the other executed in
each infra-provider locally without MPC. As a result, we
can decrease the overhead by reducing the number of MPC
operations. However, this means reducing the information
shared among infra-providers via MPC, which could worsen
the provisioning quality. We evaluate this effect in Section IV
by calculating the average utility fee.

In our proposed method, roughly speaking, the infra-
providers repeat three procedures: choosing a node-domain as-
signment, finding the inner provisioning in each infra-provider
according to the node-domain assignment, and integrating the
inner provisioning to the entire provisioning (Algorithm 1).
We overview our method in the following paragraph and
describe these three procedures in detail in the following
subsection.

Algorithm 1 Overview of the proposed method

1: t← 0, x← 0, y ←M � M is a sufficiently large
number

2: for all node-domain assignments Ai in A do
3: find inner provisioning {Pj} in each infra-provider
4: x′, y′ ← inner provisioning integration � via MPC
5: if y′ < y then � compare via MPC
6: t← i, x← x′, y ← y′ � update via MPC
7: end if
8: end for
9: reveal t, x, y and recalculate the provisioning

First, the infra-providers initialize the variables t to 0, x
to 0, and y to M . Here, the variable t represents a temporal
assignment index, x represents a temporal integration index
(Subsection III-F), andy represents a temporal utility fee.
The constant M is a sufficiently large positive integer. We
use MPC to keep these variables t, x, y secret during this
procedure. Next, the infra-providers choose one of the node-
domain assignments Ai, i.e., they determine which infra-
provider provides resources for a certain request node. Then,
each infra-provider independently finds an inner provisioning
(a resource provisioning for assigned nodes and links that
contains them) and calculates the utility fee for the provi-
sioning. Next, the infra-providers share the results of the
local provisioning via MPC, integrate them into one consistent
resource provisioning across multiple domains, and store its
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information to x′ and y′. They then update the variables t,
x, y if the current provisioning has a lower utility fee. Next,
after searching all of the node-domain assignment candidates,
they reveal the variables t, x, y and calculate the provisioning.
Finally, the recipient infra-provider tells user the results. Note
that there is a possibility the inner provisioning will fail; when
this happens the infra-providers simply skip the node-domain
assignment. However, for the sake of simplicity, in the rest
of this paper we assume that no infra-provider will fail to
perform its inner provisioning assignment.

D. Node-domain assignment selection

We define a node-domain assignment as a division of the
request nodes W : A = (A1, A2, . . . , An), where

⋃n
i=1 Ai =

W and Ai ∩Aj = ∅ for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In other words,
when the i-th infra-provider’s assignment Ai contains a node
w ∈ W , then the i-th infra-provider provides a resource for
the node w. We denote the set of node-domain assignment
candidates as A and its size |A| is at most nW . In this
paper, we set the candidateA for all node-domain assignments
and do not use any heuristics. This is because this paper
focuses on the effectiveness of our cooperative framework
and our proposed method. The most significant aspect of
the proposed method is that it separates the computations
into those locally executed at each infra-provider and those
executed among infra-providers. Hence, we first evaluate that
aspect and leave other aspects untouched, although reducing
the search space (i.e., reducing the number of node-domain
assignment candidates) is also an important issue.

E. Inner provisioning at each domain

Once the node-domain assignment is chosen, each infra-
provider adds auxiliary nodes to achieve consistency and finds
inner provisioning using the linear programming relaxation
method [4]. After finding the inner provisioning, they share
the results via MPC.

When the node-domain assignment is selected, each infra-
provider (e.g., the i-th infra-provider) starts finding the local
provisioning for assigned nodes Ai and links contains them.
The infra-provider add auxiliary nodes to use the conventional
resource provisioning method because one of the end points
of the request link may not be assigned to the infra-provider.
Accordingly, the i-th infra-provider adds new nodes to both
infra-provider’s nodes Vi and request nodes Ai. We define a
boundary of the nodes V as the set of nodes that are connected
to the nodes V but do not belong to them, and denote it as
B(V ). We add the boundary infra-provider’s nodes B(Vi)
to the infra-provider’s nodes Vi, and also add the boundary
request nodes B(Ai) to the request nodes Ai. Additionally, we
assume that any of the boundary request nodes B(Ai) can be
mapped to any of the boundary infra-provider’s nodes B(Vi)
but can’t be mapped to any other nodes. We also assume that
there is no utility fee for the infra-provider’s boundary nodes
B(Vi). These procedures ensure that all the request link’s
end points lie in the domain. Hence, the infra-providers can
solve the inner provisioning problem by using one of the con-
ventional methods. However, the provisioning is likely to be
inconsistent with another infra-provider’s inner provisioning
due to adding the boundary nodes. These inconsistencies are
resolved during the integration procedure (Subsection III-F).

We use the linear programming relaxation method to
achieve inner provisioning.We chose this method for three

reason. First, the method is computationally tractable and
will terminate in practical time. More precisely, this method
is polynomial time algorithm and the computational cost is
O(m3.5) where m is the number of variables in the linear
programming [13]. Second, the method tends to output solu-
tion that are nearer to being optimal than the solutions output
by other approximation methods such as greedy ones [4].
Third, the method is flexible owing to the linear programming
formulation, i.e., we can easily add new constraints or change
the utility fee function.

After finding the inner provisioning, each infra-provider
emits one bit that signifies whether the infra-provider can
afford to provide resources for the assigned nodes via MPC.
In addition, each infra-provider emits the utility fee for the
resources. This information is used for the next integration
procedure.

F. Integration of the inner provisioning

In the integration procedure, we integrate n pieces of inner
provisioning into one whole provisioning which satisfies two
conditions: (a) it is consistent with boundary conditions and
(b) it has a low utility fee. Here, the boundary condition
represents the mapping relationships between inter-domain
request links and inter-domain infra-provider links. To achieve
the former condition (a), we adjust the pieces of inner
provisioning to be consistent with the boundary conditions
and integrate them one by one (Algorithm 2). To achieve
the latter condition (b), for each piece of inner provisioning,
we start integration from the inner provisioning. Accordingly,
we obtain n kinds of whole provisioning. From them, we
choose the best one i.e., the minimum utility fee provisioning
(Algorithm 2). In the following, we provide the details of the
procedure.

First, the infra-providers initialize the variables x to 0 and
y to M . Here, the variable x represents a temporal integration
index and y represents a temporal utility fee. The constant
M is a sufficiently large positive integer. We use MPC to
keep these variables x and y secret during this integration
procedure. Next, the infra-providers choose one of them (e.g.,
the i-th infra-provider) and let T be {i}. Here, T represents
the infra-providers whose inner provisioning is fixed. Then,
the i-th infra-provider tells the neighbors N ({i}) its boundary
conditions. We define a neighbors of the i1-th, i2-th, ..., ik-
th infra-providers as the infra-providers that are connected
to at least one of the i1-th, i2-th, ..., ik-th providers by the
inter-domain link. We also denote them as N ({i1, . . . , ik}).
Next, the infra-providers find the neighbor infra-provider from
N(T ) that has the highest utility fee. Here, we assume that the
infra-provider is the j-th infra-provider. Note that this search
is executed by using MPC. Then, the j-th infra-provider
recalculates the inner provisioning in order to accommodate
it with the boundary conditions. Next, the j-th infra-provider
tells the neighbors N ({j}) its boundary conditions and the
infra-providers add T to j. The infra-providers repeat these
procedures until T becomes full, i.e.,T = {1, . . . , n}. When T
is full, then the infra-providers have the whole and consistent
provisioning. Accordingly, they calculate the utility fee y′ via
MPC. Then they update the temporal variables x and y as
follows via MPC: if y′ < y then they set x to i and y to y′,
otherwise they do nothing. Next, they choose another index i′
and let T be {i′} and repeat the above procedure. Finally, after
searching all the indices, the variable y contains the minimum
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utility fee found in this integration and the variable x contains
the corresponding infra-provider index.

Algorithm 2 Inner provisioning integration

1: x← 0, y ←M � M is a sufficiently large number
2: for i← 1, . . . , n do
3: T ← {i}
4: The i-the infra-provider tells the neighbors N({i})

the boundary conditions
5: while T 	= {1, . . . , n} do
6: find j ∈ N(T ) such that the j-th infra-provider

has the highest inner utility fee � find via MPC
7: the j-th infra-provider recalculates the

provisioning to accommodate the boundary conditions
8: the j-th infra-provider tells the neighbors N ({j})

the new boundary conditions
9: T ← T ∪ {j}

10: end while
11: calculate entire provisioning fee y′ with MPC
12: if y′ < y then � compare via MPC
13: x← i, y ← y′ � update via MPC
14: end if
15: end for

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed method
by comparing its computational overhead and average utility
fee with the those of conventional methods. We evaluate the
overhead analytically and the average fee numerically. The
results show that the proposed method’s overhead is one
hundredth that of the conventional methods and that the utility
fee is at least on the same level as that of the conventional
methods when the problem size is relatively small.

A. Methods for comparison

We use combinations of a conventional method and MPC
as methods for comparison. For the node mapping algo-
rithm, we use three conventional methods: full search, greedy
algorithm, and linear programming relaxation [4]. For link
mapping, we use the linear programming method for solving
the minimum-cost max-flow problem [14] that represents link
mapping. We execute all these methods via MPC to keep the
infra-providers’ information secret. Accordingly, we denote
the combination of the full node mapping search and the link
mapping method as full search, the combination of the greedy
node search and the link mapping method as greedy, and the
combination of the linear programming relaxation and the link
mapping method as LP relax.

B. Analytic evaluation of the overheads

The number of MPC operations in full search is
O(|V ||W ||E|3.5|F |3.5), in greedy is O(|E||F |3.5), in LP relax

is O
(
(|V ||W |+ |E||F |)3.5

)
, and in the proposed method

is O(n|W |+2). This is because the interior point method
[15] can solve linear programming problem by O(m3.5)
operations, where m is the number of variables in the linear
programming. Furthermore, the number of variables in the
minimum-cost max-flow problem for the link mapping is
|E| · |F |. Note that, in the proposed method, each infra-
provider needs O(n|W |(|E|/n)3.5|F |3.5) ordinary operations
(i.e., operations without MPC) on average.
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Figure 2. The estimated computational overhead of full search, greedy, LP
relax, and proposed methods.

To estimate the practical computation time, we substitute
the parameter values into the computation cost equations. The
values were set as follows: 20 nodes in each infra-provider, 40
links in each infra-provider, a user request contains10 request
nodes and 20 request links. We also assume that each MPC
operation takes 10 milliseconds due to communication delay
and that each ordinary operation takes one nanosecond. We
vary the number of infra-providers between 3 and 10 and
evaluate the computational overhead for each case (Fig. 2).

The evaluation results show that for a fairly small number
of infra-providers, in particular eight at most, the proposed
method’s computational overhead is less than one-hundredth
that of the conventional methods.

1) Numeric evaluation of the provisioning: We imple-
mented the four methods (full search, greedy, LP relax, pro-
posed) for the numerical simulation. In the implementation,
we replaced each MPC operation with an ordinary operation
because this does not change the output provisioning and
reduces the computational cost. We used the GNU Linear Pro-
gramming Kit (GLPK) [16] to solve the linear programming
in these methods.

In order to evaluate the quality of the methods, we defined
the normalized utility fee for the provisioning as the value
obtained by dividing the utility fee for the provisioning (1) by
the minimum utility fee. We randomly generated the problems
and solved them by using the four methods and calculate the
average normalized utility fee of the greedy method, the LP
relax method, and the proposed method (Fig. 3). Note that
the normalized utility fee of the full search method is always
1 because this method always outputs optimal provisioning.

We used the following parameters: 40 nodes in the infra-
providers, a uniform distribution of 40 to 120 links in the
infra-providers, and two infra-providers. We varied the num-
ber of request nodes |W | between 3 and 9 and, in accordance
with this, randomly chose between |W | and 3 · |W | request
links. For each number of request nodes, we generated 100
problems and used them to calculate the average utility fee.
We set a small number of infra-providers n to hold down the
computational cost. This is because calculating the optimal
utility fee necessitates executing the full search method, which
has exponential computational cost.

The results show that the proposed method’s average util-
ity fee is at least on the same level as that of the conventional
methods (Fig. 2). Overall, the results we obtained confirm that
the proposed method has small computational overhead and
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Figure 3. The average normalized utility fee of the greedy, LP relax, and
proposed methods.

also outputs good resource provisioning when the problem
size is relatively small.

V. RELATED WORK

In addressing the resource provisioning problem, we find
a combination of network and computational resource and
determine how to connect them to each other to satisfy
given conditions. Much research has been done on resource
provisioning, especially in virtual network contexts such as
allowing path splitting [2], using a graph isomorphism tech-
nique [3], using linear programming and random rounding
techniques [4], and using a page-rank like technique [5].
However, we cannot apply these single domain methods
directly to multiple domains because infra-providers do not
reveal their network information to other infra-provider.

There are several ways to construct a path between
two network nodes lying in different domains, including
MPLS/GMPLS and RSVP [17], [18]. Although these proto-
cols are useful, they are unsuitable for solving the resource
provisioning problem across multiple domains because we
first have to determine which nodes and links should be used.

Some methods developed through research handle network
operations with complete confidentiality. For instance, one
deals with finding the shortest path across multiple domains
[6], while another copes with verifiable routing between ASs
[19]. However, since specific techniques are used for each of
these methods, we cannot apply the same technique to the
resource provisioning problem across multiple domains.

Secrecy preserving computation methods such as MPC
have been developed for general purposes [8]–[10]. In some
research these techniques have been applied to practical prob-
lems [20]. Nevertheless, using these methods directly to solve
the resource provisioning problem across multiple domains is
impractical because they impose too much computational cost
on infra-providers in compensation for providing information
security.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a cooperative framework
and method to address the secure resource provisioning prob-
lem across multiple domains. Using our proposed method,
the domains can find resource provisioning across multiple
domains while keeping their information secret. In our frame-
work, the infra-providers’ information is kept secret due to
the use of multiparty computation (MPC). However, the use
of MPC brings about huge computational overhead. In the

proposed method, we therefore reduce the MPC overhead
by splitting the task into two parts: one executed among
the infra-providers via MPC and the other executed in each
infra-provider locally. We also evaluated the computation
overhead and average utility fee of our proposed method and
conventional methods. The results show that the proposed
method’s overhead is one hundredth that of the conventional
methods and its utility fee is at least on the same level as
that of the conventional methods when the problem size is
relatively small.
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